
ROCK COLLECTING BASICS 2 by Roger Urbaniak 

I started collecting pretty rocks at a fairly young age, mostly during our family trips to the great lake’s 
beaches.  There was simple wonder then about how rocks could be colored differently, sometimes 
contain fossil remains, and how pretty they could become after dad polished them in a tumbler.  It took 
me several more years to appreciate that real gemstones and valuable minerals including gold could be 
simply plucked from the earth and taken home.   

Roughly 15 years ago, I watched a series on television’s  Discovery Channel that talked about places in 
the United States where people who had located various mineral or gemstone deposits offered 
members of the public to visit them and, for a nominal fee, be shown the basics of how to effectively 
find and keep minerals or fossils from the site they were and/or had been actually mining.  Since we had 
recently acquired a VW Eurovan camper, it seemed like a good way to make our vacations even more 
interesting.    After we targeted things like mining gold in California, opal in Nevada, Diamonds in 
Arkansas, and fossils in Montana, we hit the road.  Memories of those trips still bring up a smile as I 
recall pleasant experiences and eventually led to self-guided local rock gathering adventures on my own. 

GETTING STARTED & EQUIPMENT BASICS: Visit a local rock shop plus purchase one or two books from 
rock collectors who collect in areas near you or that you wish to travel to.  It is also helpful if you decide 
what you will do with the material you bring home before you collect more than you can handle.  
Personally, I line flower beds with some of my collection, display polished stones on window ledges, 
fireplace hearth plus around my goldfish pond.  Decide what type of rocks and minerals you will target 
and, from your book research, where to go.  Make sure that the location you pick is either public 
property or that you have permission to dig.  Most rock clubs have outings that will take you right to 
good digging spots for certain valuable finds, so plan on attending one or two meetings before you get 
heavily invested in equipment.  Rock clubs in your area should be easy to find on the internet.  Having a 
buddy to go with tends to keep you involved in your hobby and rock clubs are a good place to find them. 
Most states do not require licenses for hobby rock collecting, but some will limit the size or quantity of 
such things as petrified wood, etc. to help preserve the specific resource. 

Equipment that you purchase does not need to be purchased all at once plus some of your garden 
equipment and other tools will work to get you started.  Rock shops usually advise that you purchase a 
small tumbler for roughly $100 along with stages of polishing grit for roughly $25 more.  Larger polishers 
can run up to $250 or more plus require more grit to operate.  The larger polishers do allow you to 
display larger polished pieces however and may be appropriate for the type of gem or mineral that you 
seek.   The polishing process can take a month or more depending on how shiny you wish your collection 
to be.  Shovel, pick some screen geared to help separate what you seek, discover pass, boots, gloves, 
safety glasses first aid kit, heavy hammer, chisel, buckets for your find or tarp for your trunk should get 
you started.  If you decide you like some material cut and polished, rock saws and other material can 
come later, as can gold pans, sluice boxes, etc.   

I hope that you find rock collecting as satisfying as I have.  It is another great excuse for getting outdoors 
and coming back with treasure, plus it can be practiced in some locations all year.  If you happen to see 
me out there digging near you, don’t forget to wave.  

 

 


